Manage Action Plans
and Work Flows for
Consistent Performance

FabGuard™ eOCAP
Electronic Out of Control Action Plan System

Integrated Out of Control Action Plans
Increasing complexity of manufacturing and the need to
correct issues in real time requires that everyone has access
to expert knowledge that can be used to minimize downtime
and correct issues. FabGuard eOCAP provides a framework
for capturing complex knowledge assets and delivering them
intuitively and interactively to users at the moment they
need them, via a web browser. FabGuard eOCAP enables
both expert and non-expert users to collaborate in capturing,
delivering, maintaining, and improving this vital content.

User Searchable Knowledge Center providing access to data,
images and video

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Effective Knowledge Management requires that companies
address a range of new and serious challenges:
 Users can actually find the right content

■

 Knowledge champions can dynamically control and

■

Web-based interface for easy accessibility and access on a wide
array of platforms

audit how knowledge is applied
 Knowledge content is constantly evolving

■

FabGuard eOCAP helps organizations move beyond traditional
knowledge repositories, interactively helping non-experts find
and apply the right knowledge through relevant and properly

FEATURES AT A GLANCE

sequenced multi-step processes. Additionally, FabGuard eOCAP
can learn and constantly react to the changing relevance of

■

Capture and enforce use of best known methods

different articles. The system helps factories to capture and

■

Document and audit each execution of an eOCAP

automate the logical flow of protocols and troubleshooting

■

Create and edit easily with visual designer

■

Integrate with internal factory systems

■

Dynamically present information to help with

System (KMS) more effective and eases the burden of manual

troubleshooting

maintenance so that deploying updated action plane and

Customizable framework and knowledge center

knowledge articles can result in a significant return on investment.

■
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procedures. It interacts with all levels of users to audit and
validate outcomes and relevance. Because of these capabilities,
FabGuard eOCAP makes the Knowledge Management

GUIDED TROUBLESHOOTING

involved preventive maintenance action, cleaning a workspace,

Guided troubleshooting is an approach that directs a user to

or running daily equipment qualifications, FabGuard eOCAP

make the exact decisions that a domain expert would make

gives the factory the tools for managing the execution of the

based on years of experience. FabGuard eOCAP allows

tasks and the ability to document each execution. These powerful

organizations to capture the sequence of questions that the

management tools help to ensure that everyone is performing the

domain experts ask when troubleshooting a complex issue

same tasks in the same way all the time.

and make that decision-making logic available to non-expert
users. The result is that non-experts are able to perform like
experts, ramping up much faster and acting decisively, with
the same confidence as if an expert were at their side. Guided
troubleshooting can be deterministic where the FabGuard eOCAP
application directs the user through a specific series of steps.
It can also perform in a predictive fashion, using heuristics and
expert input to display a range of the most probable outcomes
and optimal pathways to successful resolution.
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
The FabGuard eOCAP application not only provides tools
for guiding users through troubleshooting issues, but also
for performing basic or complex functions in the day-to-day
operations of a factory environment. Whether it is performing an

PREDICTIVE DIAGNOSTICS WITH
HEURISTIC LEARNING
Documentation is only a small piece of the entire knowledge
management puzzle. For many knowledge bases, the sheer
volume and constant changing of circumstances can make the
upkeep of an accurate knowledge system virtually impossible.
This is where machine learning becomes a necessity. Sometimes,
in a diagnostic scenario, it is best to present engineers with a
range of options and let them use their own judgment to navigate
to the best solution. In these situations, FabGuard eOCAP
is able to provide critical guidance by predicting the optimal
pathways and most likely outcomes by using heuristic learning.
Since FabGuard eOCAP records the exact pathway each user
takes when running through diagnostic procedures, it is able to
reference past history from previous runs
and statistically predict which pathways
and outcomes have the maximum
potential for success. Users, and their
natural usage, train the system over time.
This ability to use heuristic learning to
drive predictive behavior greatly reduces
the cost and effort required to properly
maintain a diagnostic or troubleshooting
knowledge base.

Complex OCAP decision-making made easy through visualization and graphical management
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS

EXAMPLES OF USAGE DATA COLLECTED BY THE REPORTING SYSTEM:

Logic Network Designer
A visual workflow design environment
makes it simple to create logic flows
without prior programming knowledge.
Technical experts create flow charts using
a drag and drop interface.
Knowledge Center
Integrates knowledge management within
the expert system, including the ability to
capture and maintain content, search and
navigate, regulate and control access, and
manage interactive user feedback.
Reporting System
Display complex statistics in graphical
formats, which are particularly useful for
management and system administration
and can provide clearly displayed system
and usage reports. Generate detailed
charts using real-time data.
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